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JUUL FROST
A R C H I T E C T S

intro
JUUL I FROST ARCHITECTS is an innovative and internationally 
orientated practice with expertise in urban, built and landscape 
architecture. Space for experiences, mapping of the context and 
respect for future users are common elements in all our projects. 
We use an investigative and analytic approach to gain full under-
standing of the task at hand. Dialogue based planning is the in-
strument, that insures complete solutions and creates a common 
frame of reference for all involved parties.    

profile
JUUL I FROST ARCHITECTS is an innovative and internationally 
orientated practice with expertise in urban, built and landscape 
architecture. We span a broad professional range and are experts 
in developing city and transformation areas, as well as new types 
of buildings in urban contexts. We approach all our assignments 
using a dialogue based workform – no matter the scale of the 
project. 

In professional circles we are notorius for our innovative ways of 
co-operating and our high architectural ambitions. We gain many 
of our projects through references and interviews, where the ar-
chitectual solution and the process itself has the highest priority. 
At the heart of the our work lies the development of strong, original 
concepts based on a close scrutiny of place, function, program 
and economic frame. We use an investigative, analytic approach 
and emphasize the concept. The company signature connotes a 
practice where the discussions of context, scale, time and space 
of the city are central elements in our work. 

JUUL I FROST Architetcts are organized in three departments: 
HOUSING + BUILDINGS, CITY + SPACE and RESEARCH + 
COMMUNICATION.

HOUSING + BUILDINGS
Development of new housing types is the main emphasis in this 
department where we focus on a number of research and devel-
opment assignments in housing and building practice. We con-
tinuously optimize industrialized building practices and work in the 
span between wood, concrete and traditional constructions to the 
conversion of industrial premises to housing facilities.    

CITY + SPACE
Development of large masterplans is another of our core areas. 
Our work in this department spans from the overall city level to de-
velopment of housing areas. Designmanuals and local plans are 
a natural result of this work. The work is developed by a interdis-
ciplinary group of landscape architects, city planners, city builders 
and housing architects.

RESEARCH + COMMUNICATION
Research and presentation of central questions at urbanity and 
architecture are the main tasks of the department - always deeply 
integrated in the practices other working areas. The department 
presents the activities and research results of the practice and 
is also responsible for the internal knowledge sharing and com-
munication.    

During the past 3 years JUUL I FROST Architects have employed 
between 15 - 30 persons and has experienced a continuously 
growing turnover.         


